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ABSTRACT
Despite promising results, the psychological approach of implementation intentions remain underused
in ’in-the-wild’ habit formation apps. The majority of existing apps focus on using self-tracking and
reminders but these hinder the development of habit. This study proposes a new mechanism to
support habit formation by using reinforced implementation intentions. Our findings suggest that
adding reinforcement is indeed useful to maintain the level of compliance but it is not necessarily
the same in terms of automaticity. We also discuss how the potential use of reinforcement can be
improved in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the growing popularity of habit formation apps on the market, existing research has shown
that the majority of those apps are not designed based on theory [12]. Self-tracking and reminders
have been cited as the two features commonly available on the habit formation apps [10]. Those two
features have been found to cause dependency, where people become dependent on the app rather
than actually forming a new habit. Moreover, reminders can also hinder automaticity, i.e. the ability
to perform a task unconsciously, which is essential during habit development. [12].
Designing an app to support habit formation is best when based on habit theory. A habit is defined as
learned behaviour that will be performed automatically whenever a cue is encountered [15]. Habitual
behaviour is often performed non-consciously without much cognitive effort [6–8, 16]. In order for
a behaviour to become habitual, it needs to be performed repeatedly and consistently in a stable
context. The problem with existing habit formation apps is that they usually send reminders at the
same time every day, no matter what the current context of their users, and then the user performs
the specified task immediately. The result is that users will rely on the availability of reminders to
perform their intended behaviour, instead of relying on the cue that should trigger the behaviour.
To solve this issue, we propose a new mechanism of supporting habit formation by using reinforced
implementation intentions. We aim to strengthen the implementation intention and allow the intended
behaviour to eventually become habitual.
Figure 1: Reinforcement of implementation intention in Mood Journal app.

RELATED WORK
According to existing studies, forming new habits can be used to support long-term behaviour change
[15]; when behaviour has become habitual, it will persist over a prolonged period [6]. However, it is
difficult to turn behaviour into a habit without a proper strategy. Intention alone is not enough to
form a habit because the strength of the intention decreases over time [13]. In this case, external aid
is needed to maintain the intention and keep an individual committed to the plan. Reminders act as
an external prompt for prospective memory, helping someone to remember a particular action [14],
and they are widely used by habit formation apps to keep their users engaged and to remember the

planned activity [10]. However, reminders are prone to dependency since they do not help the users
to associate their habitual behaviour with the required cue. A behaviour is more likely to become
habitual when there is a strong relationship between a cue and its associated response, but reminders
do not support this type of relationship: they are more likely to become the trigger for the planned
behaviour in the place of the desired cue.
Implementation intentions should provide an effective alternative strategy to help the formation
of new habits. Implementation intentions are a specific action plan which follows a pattern "If
situation X happens, then I will do Y" [3]. Implementation intentions have been found to be effective
in supporting habit formation and to increase the automaticity of behaviour by heightening the
accessibility of the cue and strengthening the mental link between the cue and its associated response
[1, 4, 6]. In implementation intentions, users are encouraged to visualise an action associated with
a contextual cue, and to try to act out that action. Despite the promising results, implementation
intention approaches can suffer from a lack of motivation and are prone to forgetfulness [9, 11].
Adding reinforcement should improve the performance of implementation intentions: this paper aims
to investigate how adding reinforcement of implementation intentions affects the early development
of habit.
Figure 2: The structure of an implementation intention where ’this’ refers to the
cue/situation and ’that’ refers to the associated behavioural response, i.e. "If I arrive at home, then I will track my mood".
Implementation intention is effective in
helping people to form a new habit as
it has similar construct with habitual behaviours in which cue and response are
strongly linked. Strengthening the mental
link between the cue and its associated response should improve the chance of success in habit formation.

METHOD
In this study, we asked participants to form an implementation intention of reporting their mood
every day for 28 days. We used three dependent variables: compliance, automaticity, and time of the
mood report. The variables were chosen as indicators of the development of new habits. In order for a
behaviour to become habitual, it needs to be repeated consistently in a stable context and performed
automatically. Compliance was used to measure the consistency, automaticity was used to measure
the cognitive effort of reporting the mood, and time of the mood report was used to determine whether
participants reported their mood consistently at the same time (stable context). Mood report was
selected as the task because it is artificial, compliance is easy to measure, and mood reporting is
very unlikely to be part of any of our participants’ existing routines or ambitions. Because of this, we
expect it to have equal salience for each of the participants, and so reduce bias. That is, people are
unlikely to have a particularly different incentive to undertake the activity, compared to, say, losing
weight or eating healthily, which may be of great interest to some and of none to others. We did not
offer any financial incentive in this study.
At the beginning of the study, we asked participants to form an implementation intention and to
complete a goal commitment questionnaire, measured using the HWK Scale [5]. We then allocated
participants into one of two different groups: a control group and a reinforcement group, balanced by
their goal commitment score. Participants in the reinforcement group received reinforcements for
their implementation intention, whereas the control group got a reinforcement on the first day of the

experiment only. Daily mood reports were recorded throughout the study. Every week, participants
received a notification to complete the SRBAI questionnaire to measure their automaticity score.
FINDING & PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Over a period of 28 days, we recruited 35 participants for our study. We allocated our participants
into two different groups: 18 participants in the reinforcement group and 17 in the control group.
Compliance
Compliance was used to measure the consistency of participants in reporting their mood every day.
We measure compliance by counting the daily mood reports sent by our participants. Our findings
suggest that the compliance level of participants in the reinforcement group (M=6.61, SD=2.39) was
significantly higher than the compliance of participants in the control group (M=1.11, SD=1.68),
t(48.49) = 9.94, p < .001, d = 2.66. However, participants in both groups failed to stay committed to
their intention as their compliance decreased over time, as shown in Figure 3. The data shows that
adding reinforcements slowed the decay. In the reinforcement group, compliance went down from
61% to 17% in four weeks, whereas in the control group, compliance was down from 23% to 0% in only
16 days. Participants in the control group stopped reporting their mood completely after 16 days of
the study. Interestingly, two weeks after the study ended, seven participants from the reinforcement
group were still reporting their mood.
Figure 3: Compliance of mood reports
throughout the study. The bold vertical
line marks the end of the study (28 days).

Mood Report Time
We used mood report time as an indication of whether participants were committed to their implementation intention or not. Our findings show that the majority of participants (56%) were consistent
with their implementation intention of reporting mood later in the evening although they received
reinforcements at lunchtime. However, some of them reported their mood at different times, i.e. early
in the morning or around the time reinforcements were sent. At the moment, we cannot draw a firm
conclusion on why some participants chose to report their mood at different times as we did not have
any supporting data to answer this question. A more rigorous investigation is needed to understand
this finding.
Automaticity
We used the SRBAI questionnaire [2] to measure the automaticity of reporting mood every day. SRBAI
questionnaires were triggered automatically every week. Unfortunately, the number of responses that
we received was insufficient for further analysis. Only 6 participants from the reinforcement group
and 2 from the control group answered the SRBAI questionnaire. Due to the small sample size, we
cannot run an inferential statistical analysis on SRBAI.

Figure 4: Mood reports time. The green
area marks the time in which reinforcements were sent.

DISCUSSION

Figure
5:
Reinforcement
should
strengthen implementation intentions by
heightening the accessibility of the cue
and its behavioural response.

Our findings suggest that forming an implementation intention alone is not enough without any
external aids. In our study, we used reinforcement to strengthen the implementation intention.
Compared to the more common approach of sending reminders at around the time when the intended
action is supposed to happen, our reinforcements were sent way in advance to avoid dependency.
The reinforcement aimed to help participants commit to their plan and perform their intended task
consistently in a stable context, even when their intention is weak.
Despite the encouraging results that show compliance is much improved, the reinforcements we
used in our study were passive. They only contained an instruction to remember the implementation
intention and had the potential to be dismissed quickly. The effect of reinforcements can potentially
be improved by making them active: an active reinforcement would demand participants to perform a
specific task when the reinforcement arrives. For example, in our case, an active reinforcement could
ask participants to take an action of sitting down and vividly imagining themselves in the situation
that they have specified in their implementation intention, as well as to vocalise their implementation
intention explicitly. Using active reinforcements should increase participants’ cognitive effort around
their implementation intention and, as a result, heighten the accessibility of the cue and its associated
response.
However, there is a trade-off from making the reinforcement active since it requires more attention.
Thus, active reinforcement should only be delivered at opportune moments: in this case, making the
reinforcement context-aware becomes important because it will allow the reinforcement to be sent at
moments where participants are available and able to pay appropriate attention to it.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a study to investigate how using reinforced implementation intentions can be
used in early habit development. We found that adding reinforcements led to better compliance which
is important for a behaviour to become habitual. Further, the majority of participants committed to
their plan by reporting their mood consistently in the evening. However, the reinforcements used in
our study were passive. The effect could be stronger if the reinforcement is made active, prompting
participants to rehearse their implementation intention. Nevertheless, preliminary findings suggest
that using reinforcement of implementation intentions is indeed useful in habit formation by allowing
the behaviour to be consistently repeated. Further work should investigate how the reinforcement
can be designed better, i.e. by making it more active and context-aware to make it unobtrusive. More
research is also needed to investigate the effect of reinforcement in the long-term to ensure that
participants do not rely on the reinforcement to execute their intended plan.
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